Solar School Project
Ghami – Mustang

A letter from Kasia
Pietro and I only went to Mustang once. One single time. And that was plenty to fall in love with the place, the culture, the
people... I would never have thought that exactly eight years later I’d be back, on my own with a daughter, to build a school!
It all began with Pietro. One day he came home with an idea – one of his many crazy ideas – shouting “We’re going to
Nepal!” I don’t know why – perhaps goaded by shear curiosity, or maybe by reading some book or article, or even simply by
watching the National Geographic channel, that he heard talk of the ancient kingdom of Mustang and decided to go. Pietro
was like that: pure instinct with the curiosity of a child – the crazy will to do everything right away. He even managed to find a
person that had been to Mustang a number of times, had lived there, and spoke of it with great enthusiasm. We became curious to learn about it, also to better understand what he was talking about, and in the end we decided to go meet him. The
person in question is named Alberto and he too was to remain in our lives for a very long time.
We left shortly thereafter – it was late July. We brought with us all the traveller’s tips for where to sleep, what to see, and what
not to eat.
Eight years ago, Kathmandu was a place outside the world, immersed in total chaos. And I must say that over the years, not
a lot has changed. There’s a messy traffic of people, cars moving about the city following a logic quite remote from our own
code of the road, horns that don’t quit honking for a second, intersections blocked by cows and monkeys, and a medley of
strong odours including incense, flowers, gas, the blood of animals slaughtered in the street, and butter candles: a veritable
explosion of sensations and an onslaught for the senses that I had never seen or encountered earlier. All this was accompanied
by smiles, by a serenity perceivable at every corner. It is hard to believe for those who, like us, come from the world where
everything is somehow in order, under control, sterile.
After a few days of adapting, we left for Mustang. Two airplanes and a night spent in Pochara (the obligatory stop on the journey). There are two roads to enter the Kingdom. One from the north, Tibet, and the other from the south, Nepal. I’ll never
forget coming to Johmson. And every time I go there, it is perhaps my favourite part of the trip. A dive. A flight. Because the
small airplane from Pocharato Johmson is like a bee flying among giants: giants eight thousand metres tall. That’s what they
call the mountains that surround the entire area, and their presence is inevitably felt. And when the airplane touches down
on Johmson’s tiny runway, it feels like it is still flying. The sensation of flying never leaves me in Mustang. And it is what I like
most. Pietrowas awed by the beauty of those mountains. I remember him sitting on horseback, spreading and flapping his
arms, pretending to fly. In those days, there was no road yet, so the only way to get around was on foot or by horseback. We of
course chose the latter option. At Johmson, Tenzin picked us up – just nineteen years old at the time, and recently married to
Pema, who was a few years older than him. Tenzin and Pemawere friends with Alberto, and over the years their home was to
become mine as well; our children were to sleep together, and I, in a special rite, was to become Pema’s “sister in spirit.” We
completely lost ourselves in that place. It is hard to explain, but for a few undefined moments, time stopped for us. We were
entirely inebriated by the beautiful landscapes, the gentle inhabitants, the mystic rites, and the pure joy. But also by the total
poverty. We spent a few months in Mustang, hosted by Tenzin and Pema’s family, who wanted nothing in return, not a single
penny. I remember the farewell, in the early dawn, when, in tears, I gave Pemathe only thing I had and that I cared deeply
about: a small cross. Not much, but I saw tears fall down my friend’s face, and I know she understood. I also knew I wouldn’t
be seeing her again soon. Pietro, unusually silent in the last days, did nothing but talk throughout the entire journey (this time
on foot: six hours) to the Johmson airport. He kept saying we had to do something, that we were privileged with the work we
did; that the Mustang culture was too precious, and if it disappeared, it would be our fault, too, because we had done nothing
to keep it from happening. He had a thousand ideas, and we promised ourselves we’d be back soon.
Life is strange. I think nothing happens by accident, and perhaps it was not the right time to “do something.” I got pregnant
shortly thereafter, and then my daughter was too little to bring along. Then there was work, the home, and more work, and
so our dreams remained there. But in the meantime news came from Pemaand Tenzin. We always stayed in contact. A few
weeks after Pietro’s death, I got an emotional call from Alberto, who said that Tenzin had heard from I don’t know who and
he had come to Johmson to make the phone call and let me know that in the village, the puja (a prayer made by Tibetan months
on special occasions, which can last an entire day) had been done for Pietro’s spirit. And I realized it was time to go back and
“do something.”
Eight years later, with a daughter and a friend – Alberto –I went back to Tenzin and Pema’s home with a strong motivation
but no precise idea. I saw that our initial idea had now been transformed into an urgency. I made four more trips plus an
expedition to Lo Mantang and even further, towards the border with China, with a group of physicians/acupuncturists, to
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learn more about the culture, traditions, and language of Mustang. I saw, and I lived – in my own small way, of course, seeking
to look with my heart and not to be too blinded by the search for “something.” After a year and a half, I understood that the
right thing to do was to build a school.
PS: The project enjoys the direct involvement of Alberto, Tenzin, Pema, Tenzin’s entire family, the whole community of the village of Ghemi, Kumzum (a Mustang woman, a friend of Alberto’s for 20 years, who spent 10 years in
America and decided to come back to lend her own personal contribution), Shiam and Hari(Nepalese friends who
are true-blue Romans now), and my friends and above all Pietro’s friends, who help me every day to fulfil our dream.

Kasia Smutniak
Rome, 20 February 2012
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Project objectives
To build a school that guarantees Mustang’s children they will complete a cycle of basic studies, from elementary through
middle school, acquiring the general notions and education they are currently deprived of – a lack that renders them unable
to face the modern world on an equal footing.
To contribute, by carrying out this project, towards developing and implementing a school educational system that fosters
awareness and maintenance of Mustang’s culture, through the study of the place’s history and traditions.
To encourage the community to achieve a new, evolved, and aware dimension of its own historical roots and its own cultural
identity.
In a word: to help grow the culture of one’s own culture.
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Who we are
“Pietro Taricone Onlus” is a non-profit association founded in December 2011, in memory of Pietro Taricone.
Pietro believed in the profound goodness of human beings, and in a world where everyone could live free and have the same
opportunities.
In June 2010, at 35 years of age, Pietro passed away, leaving in pain and sadness those who had loved and appreciated him.
When thousands of people began writing to his family to express their closeness and affection, Kasia Smutniak and their
closest friends decided to use the positive expression of this energy to realize Pietro’s vision of a better world.
The Pietro Taricone Onlus association develops and supports projects aimed at offering education to children in difficult
circumstances, by building the conditions by which children, wherever they are in the world, can have access to qualified
education and training that helps them meet the future with the same opportunities as children in the more advanced world.
In this setting, the association has given itself the goal of taking action with educational projects aimed at raising the individual’s awareness of the importance of preserving the cultural heritage of communities currently at risk in the world globalization process.
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Il Mustang
There are now few places in the world where “civilization,” with all its products, has yet to arrive. One of them, I had heard, was a forgotten
corner of Nepal..
Tiziano Terzani

Mustang or the “Kingdom of Lo,” is located in northeastern Nepal and belongs geographically to the Himalayan mountainous zone called Parbat. For its entire length, the territory is traversed by the Gandaki river, which rises in the northern part at
the border with Tibet. The name comes from the Tibetan “Mun Tang,” and means “fertile plain.”
Belonging to the Sakyapa sect of the Tibetan Buddhist religion, Mustang is rich with a multi-coloured architecture expressed
in the construction of Gompas–Tibetan Buddhist monasteries–painted with grey, white, and yellow stripes reflecting the hues
of the surrounding mountains.
After remaining isolated over the years, and not having joined the rest of Tibet as territory annexed by China, Mustang
thoroughly conserves its Tibetan ethnic roots and culture, which is why it is called the “last Tibet.” Independent for centuries,
Tibetan in language and culture, only in 1951 did it become a full-fledged part of the Nepalese state.
The ancient Kingdom of Lo, which in Nepal’s institutional structure has now become the Mustang district (Mustān), was
long off-limits to foreigners. Tourism was only permitted starting in 1992. Restrictions remain in terms of the number of visas
granted annually, and access is still limited to about a thousand visitors a year. This regulation has the objective of preventing
mass tourism from being somehow able to alter the balance between the population and the land’s unspoiled nature.
All Mustang can be travelled by itineraries as impassable as they are enchanting, offering a spectacular, surprising landscape
– one of a unique, fascinating, unspoiled land.
The current king, Jigme Parbal Bista, whose dynasty boasts highly ancient origins, maintains a strictly figure head role, although he is still respected by all the local communities.
Mustang currently has a population of about 14,000 inhabitants distributed over an area of 3,573 km².
Although lying within Nepal’s boundaries, Mustang is perhaps the last place where one may “rediscover” the real Tibet and
its immense culture. It is also a place where you can truly travel in time, and see the world as it was before wars, revolutions,
and natural disasters: an unusual, hypnotic place of enchantment.
Closed off to the south by the majestic bulk of Annapurna and to the north by Tibet, Mustang is one of the world’s most intact, most fascinating, and least-known places. Desolate landscapes alternate with deep canyons in varied, spectacular shapes
and colours, in which villages, surrounded by farmed terraces, are set like gemstones.
“Mustang is the land of complete happiness, where everything that is desired or needed is at hand, where subjects sparkle like
stars, and the spirit delights in the old manuscripts of the King.” So it was written in the old manuscripts kept in the Gompas,
the Buddhist monasteries around which this kingdom rises. The idea of a secret land of peace and happiness is inherent to
Asian culture and religions, and the Kingdom of Mustang would appear to be the mythical Paradise so dreamed of.
But it is a paradise marked by poverty and by hard living conditions for all its inhabitants.
The Mustang are a gentle, friendly, and surprisingly cheerful people, despite the poverty and harsh climate. Baked by a sun
poorly filtered by the elevation and rarefied atmosphere, their faces are leathery and their eyes watery due to the dry climate;
their gaze is proud and dignified – typical of a mountain people unbelievably capable of withstanding hardship.
In fact Mustang is a region with a climate marked by cool summers, which may be likened to those in the Dolomites, but
extremely harsh winters, with temperatures plummeting far below zero, and very strong winds. The barren terrain and high
elevation do not allow many trees to grow, and winter warmth is provided only by the peaty earth which is cut into large clods,
dried, and placed at the top of houses’ outer walls, indicating by their greater or lesser quantities the owner’s wealth as well.
Healthcare facilities are very few in number, and poorly equipped to solve problems; it is often a trek of days upon days to
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reach them, and most healthcare is entrusted to traditional medicine, an important resource, but one that cannot always provide urgent responses to the most serious needs.
Infant mortality is high, and not all children reach adulthood, which begins quite early here. In Mustang as in other places in
the region, the population’s poverty is accompanied by childhood malnutrition and very low educational levels.
Despite this general picture of poverty, the region is rich with ancient temples of rare beauty, and caves frescoed with stupendous depictions of Buddha dating to the twelfth century, bearing witness to an age-old artistic and cultural vitality, the fruit of
a prosperous past.
Already geographically isolated, Mustang was for decades further cut off from development due to events in Tibet to the north
of its territory, and the Maoist revolt in Nepal to the south. This has impacted its troubled history and increased its profound
isolation, and its poverty and decay worsened accordingly.
As a result, the population’s cultural identity and ancient heritage have fallen apart considerably. Monasteries and palaces that
were once the pride of this extraordinary culture, as well as being important symbols for the community, are now dilapidated.
The intervention of the American Himalayan Foundation, one of the first non-profit associations to take action in the territory, has helped bring to light the beauty of some of these treasures. But it is a struggle against time: if the new generation has no access to qualified education that is the equal to the rest of the world, this population will be
destined to disappear.
Currently, the final portion of a track that will cross Mustang, opening the vital passage in the Himalayas between India and
China, is being built. While this will on the one hand help the population get around, on the other it will expose local communities to that form of traumatic globalization from which only a people that is prepared and solid in its own identity can
draw the possibility of development.
Already today, due to the situation described thus far, many young people are leaving Mustang in search of greater opportunities, and end up weakening the identity of their own culture while exposing themselves to situations of exploitation, because
they have been in no way prepared for their encounter with the modern world.

If this trend cannot be reversed, in a matter of just a few years this pearl of the Himalayas,
cradle of original Tibetan culture, could lose its roots and identity for good,
destroying the possibility of building a better future.
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The current school system
The current educational system is no more than a school built by the Nepalese government north of Lo Mantang, and a
number of small works constructed by private foundations in some villages, which at any rate do not include a complete course
of study to be understood as basic schooling.
Current schools rely to a great degree on Nepali-speaking teachers that do not know Mustang’s traditional Tibetan language.
Many of these teachers come from the Kathmandu area and, despite their efforts and dedication, they encounter difficulties
in integrating with the communities’ customs and habits.
As yet there is no basic school that offers overall education capable of combining basic subjects with the Tibetan, Nepali and
English languages.
The absence of quality education, along with the lack of teaching facilities within Mustang, is generating a migration of the
culture, by which households that can afford to educate their children (about 5-7% of the population) favour sending their
children away, generally for 10-15 years – a term that often becomes permanent. For everyone else, the doors of illiteracy
and social decay are opened.
The geographical location of the current facilities – which are at any rate insufficient for the needs – does not allow all children to reach them. The educational offerings in Mustang therefore not only cannot supply basic schooling or transmit this
people’s cultural identity, but they are also wholly insufficient in terms of facilities and coverage of the territory.
In the absence of an accurate official census on illiteracy, the phenomenon is plausibly estimated to exceed the worrisome
level of 80%.
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The new Ghami School
Project structure and strong points
Why a school?
The first step in the non-profit project is to build a school in Mustang’s northern region, in the village of Ghami.
The children of today will be the adults of tomorrow. They represent the future of a people at risk of extinction. The threat
to their identity is daily and inexorable.
Protecting the culture is as important as feeding its people, and that’s why the project of the Pietro Taricone Onlus
association aims to offer them the possibility of receiving an education that places them in a circumstance of encountering
the rest of the world with equal instruments and opportunities, without depriving the world of the chance to know, share,
and appreciate their rich cultural heritage.
A school built in this land, so far and remote, reaffirms that natural right to education that is normal for children in more
advanced countries. The right to study in fact belongs to each child everywhere on earth, regardless of his or her ethnic group
and social condition.
This project aims to guarantee children in this small and unique land of Mustang the hope for a better future, so that the new
generations may have an alternative to emigration and despair. And at the same time it guarantees children in the rest of the
world the possibility to discover an age-old culture from which so much still remains to be learned
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Why Ghami?

Ghami (elevation: 3650 m) is situated in the centre of Mustang and may thus be reached by children from many other villages.
There is no school in this area, so children from villages in Mustang’s central areas, even more than those located to the
north of Lo Montang and the south of Kaghbeni, remain completely cut off from the school cycle.
The project has received the clearance of the local community, which met in a special council in Ghami and analyzed
the idea’s validity and potential for the future of the Mustang communities, and gave its full approval, investing the Pietro
Taricone Onlus association with a mandate that honours it and at the same time charges it with responsibility for the area’s
future schooling.
The approval of the Ghami community and of its political and religious leaders is the prerequisite for the institutional
coverage needed to guarantee the project’s development over the long term, and the support indispensable for guaranteeing
the project’s authenticity.
Ghami’s population provided the land where the school complex will be built, thus fostering the local communities’ collective ownership over philanthropic projects (Community Ownership).
The persons operating in the context of the Pietro Taricone Onlus association are introduced into the social fabric of the
local population and have an excellent reputation. They are thus accredited with the local community leadership and can
dialogue with it, with knowledge of the place’s language and traditions.
Mustang’s communities will be actively involved in all the project’s phases and will contribute both in the construction
phase and in the phase of managing the school complex, in such a way that the project will provide job opportunities for
local youths.
The association’s objective is to create a structure integrated into the territory not only architecturally, as we will discuss in
the following paragraph, but also logically and functionally, in that only the local population, which is well acquainted with
the difficulties and dynamics of the current situation, when appropriately trained and supported, will be able to guarantee
the project’s ultimate success.
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The facility’s design
The architectural design calls for building a “school complex” accommodating about 120 students from th e village of Ghami
and from other Mustang villages. This complex consists of a school facility where the teaching will take place, and a dormitory
bloc and refectory accommodating students and faculty.
The facility will thus consist of:
1. school building (ground floor and first floor), consisting of 9 classrooms with bathrooms on each floor, some rooms
equipped as workshops for school activities, a small library, a study hall, a faculty room, a secretary’s office, and a room
providing educational consulting. The rooms will be arranged around a courtyard for recreation and other needs,
providing the maximum light for the classrooms;
2. dormitory (ground floor and first floor), consisting of carefully furnished rooms with bathrooms on each floor, guest
rooms and staffrooms, a lunch room and office, kitchen, and pantry. This will also be arranged around a courtyard;
3. vegetable garden/yard/orchard
4. play area;
5. areas for other school-related activities;
6. water reserve.
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The school will guarantee constant basic healthcare, with the medical and psychological support essential for the children’s
growth and for resolving the psychological and social problems that may emerge in school interaction.
The project will take inspiration from the principles of bio-architecture in forms, materials, and style, adapting aesthetics to
locally existing technical solutions as far as possible.
The various environments will be distributed around an internal courtyard protected from strong winds, creating an open-air
space for recreational activities; the wide corridors onto which the classrooms will face are to have large windows which, as
we will soon see, will have the important function of “accumulating heat” during the hotter hours.
The windows themselves, a mark of the region’s architecture, will be made and decorated with local design and materials, like
the floors and furnishings, which will be made of wood by local labour.
The exterior spaces will be elements necessary and complementary to the school’s operation, and will become an integral
part of the students’ educational process. They will be used for outside playing hours, for sports, for an organic vegetable
garden, for an orchard, for “permaculture” fields, and for greenhouses.
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Materials and modes of constrruuction
With the aim of encouraging local communities to protect their cultural heritage, the school will be built in accordance with the
local architectural style and founded upon the eco-sustainable principles of clean and renewable energies, in full respect
for nature and its conservation, as already mentioned in the previous paragraph.
Towards this end, only partial use of reinforced concrete is planned, as necessary to
guarantee the building’s stability and antiseismic resistance, and placed in such a way
as to not be visible.
The outer walls will be in clay with partial
lining in exposed local stone, using local
construction techniques; the internal floors
and the roof will use beams and currents in
poplar wood.
Given the lack of national energy infrastructure and of a constant electrical grid
(in some villages, electricity is available for
only a few hours a day), the school is to be
provided with innovative, “zero environmental impact” energy technologies.

With this in mind, on the buildings’ terraces (about 400 m²in area) an approximately 40 KW photovoltaic system will be
installed, equipped with latest generation panels and a box with inverter and storage batteries.
The possibility is not ruled out that any excess energy production may be introduced into the local distribution grid to the
benefit of the native populations.
Solar energy will also be exploited to heat buildings through their careful planning: towards this end, the “school bloc” faces
south, and the “ dormitory bloc” to the southeast, in such a way as to exploit the hours of greatest sunlight for their use
times.
With their large windows, the corridors providing access to the classes and rooms will act as “heat accumulation” environments: in fact, due to the greenhouse effect, the infrared rays will be trapped in the corridors (“solar space”), thus storing
the heat which is then returned during the day to the classrooms, and during the night to the dormitory rooms. Adopting
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this system will enable fair efficiency with little maintenance. What should be added to this is that the use of glass will
ensure diffuse light for all the building’s rooms, guaranteeing a pleasant and constructive environment.
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In brief, the project’s key objectives from the technical standpoint may be summed up as follows:
•

implementing the school complex with the construction of two buildings in accordance with the dictates of “bio-architecture,” taking into account both the technical prerequisites for methods and materials, and cutting-edge conceptions
in design and in the use of eco-sustainable technologies

•

functionality of spaces in such a way as to adapt the buildings to the needs of educational process taking local teaching
methodologies and Tibetan culture into account;

•

the areas’ flexibility, through the adoption of an “open plan” layout, with more traditional formal classrooms accompanied by environments that are open and more stimulating in their use;

•

energy savings through the construction of a “passive building” that ensures thermal well-being with the use of solar
energy provided by the sun’s rays, through their proper orientation, thus creating the greenhouse effect inside

•

the building’s energy self-sufficiency (“zero energy building”) achieved both through the installation of a solar energy
photovoltaic system and of solar panels for hot water;

•

development of a cutting edge project that, in combining modern technologies with the preservation of Mustang’s artistic, cultural, and natural heritage, can also become a reference for other interventions in the area having similar goals for
aiding local populations.
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The teaching/educational project
The association’s purpose is to incentivize an educational system that allows Mustang’s inhabitants to create a new generation
prepared to come to grips with modernity and globalization, while remaining sensitive to their own historical and cultural
inheritance, in full respect for traditional activities.
The school curriculum will be adapted to the local children’s needs and its goal will be to preserve and promote competitive
education, in harmony with the region’s environmental conditions.
The school will thus be provided not only with the basic material for teaching and for daily life, but also with a library and
with the instruments needed to teach children music, arts and trades.
In their classes, in addition to the subjects common to all schools around the world (such as maths and geometry, local and
world geography, Tibetan and world history, science, and so on), the children will be learning Tibetan, English, and Tibetan
culture and traditions.
Alongside these subjects, the children, also in accordance with the personal inclinations of each, will be placed in writing,
music, and sewing classes, as well as in a possible Tibetan natural medicine workshop, and in other activities, also through
play, which will increase interaction and socialization.
Added to this are specific lessons to raise children’s awareness as to caring for themselves, from nutrition to gymnastics, and
the rules of personal hygiene. The project also aims at raising the entire local community’s awareness as to the importance
of proper nutrition, as much through direct information campaigns (difficult to implement initially) as through the “word
of mouth” that the children themselves will be able to bring to their own families, and thus their own villages, once they have
returned home.
Teachers will be chosen among persons of Mustang origin that have moved abroad and work as teachers in western countries,
where they have acquired advanced training, and who are willing to return to Mustang and remain there for a long period
of time.
Associazione Pietro Taricone Onlus has already initiated contacts with persons willing to move to Ghami. In fact, at the educational level, it is not appropriate to plan short teaching cycles: the teachers must become a solid, present point of reference
for the children. In fact, for the position of teacher, it is not deemed appropriate to rely on volunteers who can spend only a
few months in Mustang.
The classes will be formed by assigning each village “shares” based on the number of children present, setting aside 30% for
the village of Ghami, which donated the land. Children from any village in Mustang will thus be accepted, up to a maximum
that will permit the facility’s optimal operation.
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Project timeline
The best period for bringing in the material needed to initiate the school’s construction runs from March to June and from
October to November, since the snow and frigid winds in the winter period make the paths impassable and the mountain
passes harder to cross, while during the summer period the thawing of the glaciers compromises access to some roads due to
the enlarging of the bed of the Gandaki river.
With this window of time, the only alternative is to transport the materials by helicopter, and is thus excessively expensive.
Hereunder, a simplification of the project timeline is illustrated
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School maintenance
The project is not concluded with the construction and initiation of the “school complex,” but requires constant support over
time to guarantee the centre’s proper operation, as well as the resources and teaching material needed to educate students.
The project’s financing program calls for bearing all the expenses related not only to educational courses, but also to procuring the teaching resources and material necessary for operating and maintaining the facilities.
This maintenance, which may also be of the enhancement type (to make improvements both to the facility and to the educational programme), may take place through private donations, sponsorships by companies, and partnerships, not only to
raise the funds in cash, but also to receive goods useful for managing the activities, provided they are in line with the philosophy
followed by the association (recyclable, eco-compatible materials, consistent with the objective of helping the development of
competitive courses of study, while safeguarding local identity and cultural heritage).
The possibility is also being assessed of activating a 1:10 students “adoption system,” in which each donor will undertake to
cover one student’s school expenses for no less than ten years.
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Project communication activity
Associazione Pietro Taricone Onlus is promoting an information and awareness raising activity in Italy and throughout
the world, thanks also to the network of people that esteemed Pietro Taricone and made themselves available to support the
project, also at the level of visibility.
A website, www.pietrotaricone-onlus.org,has already been activated, and a major information and awareness raising campaign in traditional media and on the social networks is planned.
Some fundraising events will be organized, in addition to a print and television information campaign, to
be managed directly by the association’s chair: Kasia Smutniak..
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Construction Business Plan
The estimated costs necessary for the construction of the school building and the dormitory -which are the first parts of this
larger project- are summarized in the following tables.
These costs are forward-looking and are subjected to changes caused by currency fluctuations as well as necessary design
adjustments that might be required during construction.All investments will be continuously monitored and each expenditure
accounted for by a Cost-Controller who will be responsible for immediately reporting any discrepancies as well as identifying
and reporting any change that could potentially result in a cost overrun.
The estimates shown were provided by the “T.R. Engineering Consultancy” of Jomsom, Mustang District, Nepal, in order
to determine the financial requirements for the construction of a local building.

Cost for the construction of the school block

Item No.

Descripion

Quantity

Rate

Unit

Amount

1

Earthwork in excavation in Foundation
any kind of soil.

350.00

€ 3.50

Cu.m

€ 1,225.00

2

Flat stone soling on foundation bed with
proper ramming complete

130.00

€ 2.75

Sq.m

€ 375.50

3

3" average thick P.C.C. (1:3:6) on
foundation bed & above stonewall for
wall foundation

220.00

€ 7.00

Sq.m

4

Stone masonry work in wall foundation
and face wall with C/s mortar and
hammer dressed stones

150.00

€ 33.13

Cu.m

€ 4,968.75

5

Earth filling in ground floor and court
yard including proper watering all
complete.

580.00

€ 2.50

Cu.m

€ 1,450.00

6

Flat stone soling and ramming on floor
surface with local chimney made brick
average 3" thick with complete finishing

570.00

€ 2.75

Sq.m

€ 1,567.50

7

3" thick plain cement concrete (1:2:4) on
floor surface of ground floor complete

400.00

€ 7.00

Sq.m

€ 2,800.00

8

1/2" to 1" thick plastering (1:6) on floor
including making neat cement punning
on ground floor surface

400.00

€ 4.88

Sq. ft

€ 1,950.00

9

R.C.C. works for column footings.
Columns, beams with using vibrator and
wood shutter as for work including cost
of all necessary from works but
excluding the cost of Tor Steel
reinforcement Bar.

130.00

€ 132.50

Cu.m

€ 17,225.00

50.00

€ 106.25

Sq.m.

€ 5,312.50
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stone work in superstructure with c/s
(1:6) mortar and local stone prepaird with

€ 1,540.00

8

1/2" to 1" thick plastering (1:6) on floor
including making neat cement punning
on ground floor surface

400.00

€ 4.88

Sq. ft

€ 1,950.00

9

R.C.C. works for column footings.
Columns, beams with using vibrator and
wood shutter as for work including cost
of all necessary from works but
excluding the cost of Tor Steel
reinforcement Bar.

130.00

€ 132.50

Cu.m

€ 17,225.00

50.00

€ 106.25

Sq.m.

€ 5,312.50

€ 2,428.25

Sq.m

€ 14,569.50

10

stone work in superstructure with c/s
(1:6) mortar and local stone prepaird with
dressing as per design and specification.

11

12

13

14

Sal wood works for doors and windows
frame chow hats with 5"×3" for windows
and 4"×3" for doorframes including cost
of to M/S holdfast complete.
Panelled door shutter as per approved
design
within4"×1.5"
finish size Sal
and fitting
positionthick
all complete.
wood frames including all accessories
1.5" thick glazed shuttering with 3"×1.5"
size sal wood framing and 4 mm glass
including all necessary fittings.
4"×1.5" thick flush door shuttering with
both side commercial plywood covering

6.00

14.00

€ 67.25

Sq.m

€ 941.50

70.00

€ 53.75

Sq.m.

€ 3,762.50

16.00

€ 65.00

Sq.m.

€ 1,040.00

1400.00

€ 8.13

Sq.m.

€ 11,375.00

including all required fittings.

15

1/2" to 3/4" thick C/S (1:4) plastering on
wall surface, beams, chujja, pillars for
inside complete.

16

Solar panel as per design and drawing.

17

Average 3/4" thick plastering with plain
plaster for outside walls, ceilings, chujja

L.S.

€ 12,500.00

920.00

€ 8.63

Sq.m.

€ 7,935.00

180.00

€ 13.45

Sq.m.

€ 2,421.00

300.00

€ 6.88

Sq.m.

€ 2,062.50

15.00

€1,375.00

Cu.m.

€ 20,625.00

21

Painting 2 coats with approved quality
colour and shade of acryllic paint outside
and inside wall and ceiling surface all
complete.

2350.00

€ 2.06

Sq.m.

€ 4,846.88

22

Painting 2 coat over a cost of primer with
approved quality, colour and shade of
ready made synthetic enamel on wooden
surface

650.00

€ 2.69

Sq.m.

€ 1,746.88

etc. complete.
18

19

20

Decorative

plaster, butta etc. as per

design and drawing.

Flooring on upper floor surface 1" to 2"
thick average P.C.C. (1:2:4) with cora
and masino. (Plaster punning
Wood for ceiling joists, planks etc

27

Wood for ceiling joists, planks etc

15.00

€1,375.00

Cu.m.

€ 20,625.00

21

Painting 2 coats with approved quality
colour and shade of acryllic paint outside
and inside wall and ceiling surface all
complete.

2350.00

€ 2.06

Sq.m.

€ 4,846.88

22

Painting 2 coat over a cost of primer with
approved quality, colour and shade of
ready made synthetic enamel on wooden
surface

650.00

€ 2.69

Sq.m.

€ 1,746.88

23

Supplying and fixing SPARTEX or
equivalent tiles on bathrooms walls and
floors

120.00

€ 33.75

Sq.m.

€ 4,050.00

10.00

€ 62.50

Ru.m
.

€ 625.00

15000.00

€ 1.88

Kg

20

24

Staircase railing with sisham wood hand
rail, square bar as per design
with all complete finishing.

25

Toor steel reinforcement bars for R.C.C.
works as per design and specification

€ 28,125.00

including cutting bending binding and
laying in position.
TOTAL CIVIL WORKS

€155,022.00

TOTAL SANITARY WORKS @ 15%
OF CIVIL WORKS

€ 23,253.30

TOTAL ELECTRIFICATION @ 15%
OF CIVIL WORKS

€ 23,253.30

TOTAL

€ 201,528.60

CONTINGENCY CHARGE @ 10%
OF TOTAL

€ 20,152.86

GRAND TOTAL

€221,681.46

Cost for the construction of the dormitory block

Item
No.
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1

Description
Earthwork
in
excavation
Foundation any kind of soil.

Quantity
in

Flat stone soling on foundation bed

350.00

Rate

€ 3.50

Unit

Cu.m.

Amount

€ 1,225.00

Cost for the construction of the dormitory block

Cost for the construction of the dormitory block

Item
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Description
Earthwork
in
excavation
Foundation any kind of soil.

Quantity
in

Flat stone soling on foundation bed
with proper ramming complete

350.00

130.00

Rate

€ 3.50

€ 2.75

Unit

Cu.m.

€ 1,225.00

Sq.m.

€ 357.50

3" average thick P.C.C. (1:3:6) on
foundation bed & above stonewall for
wall foundation

220.00

€ 7.00

Sq.m.

Stone masonry work in wall
foundation and face wall with C/s
mortar and hammer dressed stones.

150.00

€ 33.13

Cu.m.

Earth filling in ground floor and court
yard including proper watering all
complete.

Amount

580.00

€ 1,540.00

€ 4,968.75

€ 1,450.00
€ 2.50

Cu.m.

Flat stone soling and ramming on
floor surface with local chimney made
brick average 3" thick with complete
finishing

570.00

€ 2.75

Sq.m.

€ 1,567.50

3" thick plain cement concrete (1:2:4)
on floor surface of ground floor
complete

400.00

€ 7.00

Sq.m.

€ 2,800.00

400.00

€ 4.88

Sq.m.

€ 1,950.00

120.00

€ 132.50

Cu.m.

€ 15,900.00

45.00

€ 106.25

1/2" to 1" thick plastering (1:6) on
floor including making neat cement
punning on ground floor surface.

R.C.C. works for column footings.
Columns, beams with using vibrator
and wood shutter as for work including
cost of all necessary from works but
excluding the cost of Tor Steel
reinforcement Bar
stone work in superstructure with c/s
(1:6) mortar and local stone prepaird with
dressing as per design and specification.

Cu.m.

€ 4,781.25

29

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

floor including making neat cement
punning on ground floor surface.

400.00

€ 4.88

Sq.m.

€ 1,950.00

120.00

€ 132.50

Cu.m.

€ 15,900.00

45.00

€ 106.25

Cu.m.

€ 4,781.25

6.00

€ 2,428.25

Sq.m.

€ 14,569.50

14.00

€ 67.25

Sq.m.

€ 941.50

70.00

€ 53.75

Sq.m.

€ 3,762.50

4"×1.5" thick flush door shuttering with
both side commercial plywood covering
including all required fittings

16.00

€ 65.00

Sq.m.

€ 1,040.00

1/2" to 3/4" thick C/S (1:4) plastering on
wall surface, beams, chujja, pillars for

1400.00

€ 8.13

Sq.m.

€ 11,375.00

920.00

€ 8.63

180.00

€ 13.45

Sq.m.

€ 2,421.00

300.00

€ 6.88

Sq.m.

€ 2,062.50

15.00

€1,375.00

Cu.m

€ 20,625.00

2350.00

€ 2.06

Sq.m.

€ 4,846.88

R.C.C. works for column footings.
Columns, beams with using vibrator
and wood shutter as for work including
cost of all necessary from works but
excluding the cost of Tor Steel
reinforcement Bar
stone work in superstructure with c/s
(1:6) mortar and local stone prepaird with
dressing as per design and specification.
Sal wood works for doors and windows
frame chow hats with 5"×3" for windows
and 4"×3" for doorframes including cost
of to M/S holdfast complete.
Panelled door shutter as per approved
design with 4"×1.5" thick finish size Sal
wood frames including all accessories
and fitting in position all complete.
1.5" thick glazed shuttering with 3"×1.5"
size sal wood framing and 4 mm glass
including all necessary fittings.

inside complete
Average 3/4" thick plastering with plain
plaster for outside walls, ceilings, chujja
etc. complete

Sq.m.

€ 7,935.00

16

17

Decorative plaster, butta etc. as per
design and drawing
Flooring on upper floor surface 1" to 2"
thick average P.C.C. (1:2:4) with cora
and masino. (Plaster punning

18

Wood for ceiling joists, planks etc
19

20

30

Painting 2 coats with approved quality
colour and shade of acryllic paint outside
and inside wall and ceiling surface all
complete
Painting 2 coat over a cost of primer with

thick average P.C.C. (1:2:4) with cora
and masino. (Plaster punning

300.00

€ 6.88

Sq.m.

€ 2,062.50

15.00

€1,375.00

Cu.m

€ 20,625.00

Painting 2 coats with approved quality
colour and shade of acryllic paint outside
and inside wall and ceiling surface all
complete

2350.00

€ 2.06

Sq.m.

€ 4,846.88

Painting 2 coat over a cost of primer with
approved quality, colour and shade of
ready made synthetic enamel on wooden
surface

650.00

€ 2.69

Sq.m.

€ 1,746.88

120.00

€ 33.75

Sq.m.

€ 4,050.00

10.00

€ 62.50

Ru.m

€ 625.00

18

Wood for ceiling joists, planks etc
19

20

21

22

23

Supplying and fixing SPARTEX or
equivalent tiles on bathrooms walls and
floors
Staircase railing with sisham wood hand
rail, square bar as per design
with all complete finishing.

24

Toor steel reinforcement bars for R.C.C.
works as per design and specification
including cutting bending binding and
laying in position.
TOTAL CIVIL WORKS

15000.00

€ 1.88

kg

€ 28,125.00

€ 140,665.75

TOTAL SANITARY WORKS @ 15%
OF CIVIL WORKS

€ 21,099.86

TOTAL ELECTRIFICATION @ 15%
OF CIVIL WORKS

€ 21,099.86

TOTAL
CONTINGENCY CHARGE @ 10%
OF TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL

€ 182,865.48
€ 18,286.55

€201,152.02

Please note that the above quotation (the school for €221,681.46 and the dormitory for € 201,152.02-for a grand total of
€422,833.48) does not include the cost of supplies (i.e., teaching materials), furniture (i.e., desks, chairs, cabinets, beds, bedding materials, supplies for the common areas and kitchens, etc.), nor the cost of equipment (i.e., equipment for the production of and distribution of energy through the proposed photovoltaic system).
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Sponsoring opportunities
There will be various benefits in becoming sponsors for this project, including, merely by way of example:
• moral benefits: the satisfaction of having contributed to a project with high educational and social recovery purposes,
guaranteeing a future of certainty for children in needy populations, and thus taking part in an initiative of great human
value;
• tax benefits: income tax deductibility for the sponsor, for up to 10% of the total income and up to € 70,000.00;
• commercial benefits: advertising banners on the website www.pietrotaricone-onlus.org and visibility at the conferences
presenting the benefit project, radio and television interviews, etc.

website

facebook

twitter
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Contacts
Associazione Pietro Taricone Onlus

Board of Directors and Staff
• Kasia Smutniak - Chairman
• Alberto Luzzi - PTO Vice Chairman
• Maurizio Taricone - PTO Tresaurer
• Kunzhom Thakuri - PTO Executive
• Rolando Ravello - PTO Executive
• Arianna Agosta - PTO Secretary
• Roberto Romboli - PTO Private Investor

Associazione Pietro Taricone Onlus Via della Consulta, 7 - 00184 Roma
ph

0039 380 6920041

m

carolinaamenta@pietrotaricone-onlus.org

m

info@pietrotaricone-onlus.org

|

w

pietrotaricone-onlus.org
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